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Behavioral flexibility and impulse control are necessary for successful execution of adaptive behavior. They are impaired in patients with
damage to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and in some clinically important conditions, such as obsessive-compulsive disorder. Although the
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been investigated as a critical structure for behavioral flexibility and impulse control, the contri-
bution of the underlying pyramidal neuron cell types in the mPFC remained to be understood. Here we show that interneuron-mediated
local inactivation of pyramidal neurons in the mPFC of male and female mice induces both premature responses and choice bias, and
establish that these impulsive and compulsive responses are modulated independently. Cell-type-specific photoinhibition of pyramidal
deep layer corticostriatal or corticothalamic neurons reduces behavioral flexibility without inducing premature responses. Together, our
data confirm the role of corticostriatal neurons in behavioral flexibility and demonstrate that flexible behaviors are also modulated by
direct projections from deep layer corticothalamic neurons in the mPFC to midline thalamic nuclei.
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Introduction
Behavioral flexibility and impulse control are indispensable for
animals to adapt to changes in the environment. Behavioral flex-
ibility refers to the ability to update a response based on the
history of previous actions and outcomes, whereas impulse con-
trol is defined as the capability to inhibit action at inappropriate
timings. These cognitive processes are controlled by the PFC
(Robbins, 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Cools and Robbins,

2004) and altered in several neuropsychiatric disorders, includ-
ing obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (Schachar et al., 1995; Chamberlain et al.,
2005; Remijnse et al., 2006). Neuropsychological and neuroim-
aging studies have allowed association of the degree of cortical
damage with performance on cognitive tasks (i.e., the set-shifting
task for cognitive flexibility and the stop-signal task for impulsive
control) (Cools et al., 2002; Aron et al., 2003; Chamberlain et al.,
2006). Furthermore, neuroimaging studies in patients with OCD
(Menzies et al., 2008), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(Winstanley et al., 2006), and substance abuse (Jentsch and Tay-
lor, 1999) suggest that overlapping executive functions are af-
fected in these disorders.

Among the substructures in the PFC, the mPFC has recently
emerged as a critical hub for behavioral flexibility and impulse
control. Contributions of the mPFC and its substructures to goal-
directed behaviors and rapid behavioral adaptation to changing
action-outcome relationships have been studied extensively in
primates and rodents (Izquierdo et al., 2004; Ostlund and Bal-
leine, 2005; Kennerley et al., 2006; Rushworth and Behrens, 2008;
Buckley et al., 2009; Karlsson et al., 2012; Rodgers and DeWeese,
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Significance Statement

Behavioral flexibility and impulse control are indispensable for animals to adapt to changes in the environment and often affected
in patients with PFC damage and obsessive-compulsive disorder. We used a probabilistic reversal task to dissect the underlying
neural circuitry in the mPFC. Through characterization of the three major pyramidal cell types in the mPFC with optogenetic
silencing, we demonstrated that corticostriatal and corticothalamic but not corticocortical pyramidal neurons are temporally
recruited for behavioral flexibility. Together, our findings confirm the role of corticostriatal projections in cognitive flexibility and
identify corticothalamic neurons as equally important for behavioral flexibility.
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2014; Tervo et al., 2014; Schuck et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2016).
Lesions of the prelimbic (PL) and infralimbic (IL) subdivisions of
the mPFC in rats have opposing effects on the balance between
goal-directed and habitual behaviors (Killcross and Coutureau,
2003; Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006; Peters et al., 2009). The imbalance
between goal-directed and habitual behavior is also observed in
OCD patients (Gillan and Robbins, 2014). Furthermore, the fre-
quency of innate habitual motor programs, such as grooming in
rodents, increases with repeated hyperstimulation of the ventrome-
dial orbitofrontal cortex (Ahmari et al., 2013). In contrast, acute
photostimulation of the lateral OFC in a mouse model of OCD
(Sapap3 mice) rescued maladaptive grooming (Burguière et al.,
2013). These studies strongly implicate the contribution of mPFC
and other PFC regions to flexible behavioral responses.

Impulsivity is defined as the inability to inhibit inappropriate
actions or the inability to wait for the outcome (Dalley et al.,
2011). Response inhibition, as a measure of impulsivity, is mod-
eled by the frequency of premature responses in a choice task,
such as the 5-choice serial reaction time task (Chudasama et al.,
2003; Kobayashi et al., 2013). Rats with IL lesions showed in-
creased impulsivity in the 5-choice serial reaction time task (Chu-
dasama et al., 2003). Increased impulsivity is also observed in
patients with drug abuse. Patients with chronic methamphet-
amine abuse showed deficits in stop-signal task, another behavior
task to assess motor inhibition (Jentsch and Taylor, 1999; Mon-
terosso et al., 2005). Given the abnormalities of PFC circuitry
evident in drug addicts (Sekine et al., 2003), these behavioral
studies also suggest a contribution of the mPFC to impulse
control.

Although previous studies have established that both behav-
ioral flexibility and impulse control require intact mPFC func-
tion, the underlying neural circuits regulating each of these
processes remained to be fully understood. To enable genetic
dissection of mPFC circuits controlling behavioral flexibility and
impulse control, we have performed cell type-specific optoge-
netic inactivation in mice during a behavioral task that allows
investigation of impulsivity and flexibility in a temporally re-
stricted manner. We have used a series of Cre driver lines target-
ing specific neuron types in the mPFC (Gong et al., 2007; Gerfen
et al., 2013) to determine the contributions of distinct cell popu-
lations in the mPFC to these behaviors.

Materials and Methods
Animals. All procedures were approved by the Rockefeller University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All mice used in the
current study were bred to C57BL/6J for at least 7 generations. Colgalt2-
Cre (NF111), Syt6-Cre (KI109), and Sepw1-Cre (NP39) lines were gen-
erated by the GENSAT project and maintained at Rockefeller University.
VGAT-ChR2-EYFP line (Jax Stock #014548) (Zhao et al., 2011) was
obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. A total of 61 male mice and 7
female mice were used. Mice were at least 6 weeks old at the time of
surgery.

Surgery and virus injections. A mixture of ketamine (100 mg) and xy-
lazine (1 mg) was used for anesthesia. For characterization of Cre mouse
lines, either AAV2.9-CAG-FLEX-ArchT-GFP (Han et al., 2011) (UNC
Vector Core) or AAV2.9-FLEX-L10GFP were injected unilaterally
(anteroposterior 1.9 –2.0, mediolateral 0.5, dorsoventral �1.6) using a
syringe (7647– 01, Hamilton) with a glass pipette. For behavioral exper-
iments, AAV2.9-CAG-FLEX-ArchT-GFP virus was injected bilaterally
into the mPFC of Colgalt2-Cre (NF111), Syt6-Cre (KI109), and Sepw1-
Cre (NP39) (anteroposterior: 1.75, 2.15; mediolateral: �0.5; dorsoven-
tral: �1.6 mm from bregma). Following AAV2.9-FLEX-ArchT virus
injection in the three Cre lines, fiberoptic cannulas (CFML12L02, Thor-
labs) were implanted bilaterally (anteroposterior 1.95, mediolateral
�0.5, dorsoventral �1.0 mm from bregma). For VGAT-ChR2 animals,

fiberoptic cannulas were implanted in the same location without virus
injection. For inactivation of axon terminals in Colgalt2-Cre mice, fiber-
optic cannulas were implanted in the dorsal striatum (anteroposterior
1.0, mediolateral �1.1, dorsoventral �2.2).

Behavioral training procedures. The probabilistic reversal task was per-
formed in an operant chamber (ENV-307A, Med Associates) with a
stainless-steel grid floor, illuminated using house light. The operant
chamber was placed in a sound and light-attenuating cubicle equipped
with a fan for ventilation providing background noise. A nose-port
(ENV-313M, Med Associates) was placed in the center of one wall, and
two choice ports (custom made with 3D printing) were placed on the left
and right sides of the center nose-port. The choice ports were connected
with a food pellet dispenser (ENV-203-14P, Med Associates) that re-
leased 14 mg food pellets (F05684 BioServ). A tone generator (ENV-
323AM, Med Associates) and a click sound generator (ENV-135M, Med
Associates) were used to provide auditory feedback for outcome delivery.
After recovery from surgery, animals were food restricted to gradually
decrease body weight. During food restriction, animals were habituated
to the smaller food pellets used for behavioral experiments to familiarize
animals. Once the body weight reached 80%–90% of their free-feeding
body weight, behavioral training started.

Mice were trained to initiate a trial by poking into the center port when the
LED light in the center port was turned on (Initiation cue). When the mice
poked into either of the side choice ports in the presence of the initiation cue,
the entry was counted as premature response and was followed by 3 s time-
out and 1.5 s intertrial interval. The same trial was repeated after time-out
and intertrial interval. The time-out and intertrial interval was also followed
after 20 s of no responses. Following the initiation poke, LED lights on both
left and right ports were turned on, and mice were allowed to freely make a
choice between the two peripheral ports. In each trial, one side was assigned
as the correct choice and the other side as the incorrect choice. Correct
choices were followed by delivery of a food pellet at 75% of probability,
whereas incorrect choices were never rewarded. Food pellet delivery was
coupled with a tone while lack of reward in both correct and incorrect trials
was followed by a click sound. The side of correct and incorrect choices was
fixed in consecutive trials, and it was reversed when mice reached a behav-
ioral criterion. After mice had achieved 80% or more choice accuracy, the
reversal occurred randomly at any of the subsequent trials at 15% probabil-
ity. Once the reversal happened, the position of correct and incorrect sides
was fixed until mice meet the criterion again. Notably, illumination of LED
lights in both choice ports signaled availability of choice but did not indicate
which side was the correct choice. Thus, the mouse had to optimize its
decision based on the choice and outcome history. The behavioral session
was terminated after 60 min from the start.

Optogenetic perturbation of neural activity. Photoactivation experi-
ments of cortical interneurons in VGAT-ChR2 mice expressing the light-
sensitive cation conducting opsin, channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in
GABAergic interneurons were performed using � � 473 nm blue light at
4 –5 mW laser power at the fiber tip and trains of 5 ms pulses delivered at
40 Hz frequency. Similar conditions: � � 473 nm, frequency � 40 Hz,
but lower laser power (1.5 mW) have been reported to result in 87% �
3% activity reduction of cortical pyramidal neurons in a region with a
radius of �1 mm extending all cortical layers (Guo et al., 2014). Photo-
inhibition experiments of cortical pyramidal neurons in mice expressing
the light-driven outward proton pump, archaerhodopsin-3 (ArchT)
were performed using continuous green light (� � 532 nm) delivered at
10 mW laser power. The same laser power and wavelength have been
shown to inactivate cortical pyramidal neurons in multielectrode array
recordings in vivo (Bukalo et al., 2015).

Blue or green light was delivered at three different time periods, in-
cluding the pre-start, pre-choice, and post-choice periods, and the laser
was delivered at each time period in a random subset of 10% of trials. In
pre-start trials, the laser was turned on at the onset of initiation cue and
turned off at the initiation poke. If premature responses occurred during
pre-start trials, the light was turned off during time-out, and the pre-start
trial was repeated. In pre-choice inactivation trials, laser was turned on at
the initiation poke and turned off at the choice poke. In post-choice
trials, the laser was turned on during choice and lasted for 3 s. Mice were
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tested for 10 sessions with photostimulation (except one animal with 8
sessions; see Fig. 7D–F ).

Histology. After behavioral experiments, animals were deeply anesthe-
tized and transcardially perfused with 4% PFA in PBS. Dissected brains
were placed in 4% PFA/PBS solutions overnight for postfixation and
transferred to 30% sucrose solution. Once brains sunk to the bottom of
the tube, they were embedded in OCT compound, and 35 �m free-
floating coronal sections were prepared on a cryostat.

For immunohistochemistry, free-floating sections were blocked with
5% normal goat serum and 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS. Sections were
incubated with an anti-GFP antibody (1:1000, chicken polyclonal,
ab13970, Abcam) overnight at room temperature. The next day, sections
were rinsed with PBS three times for 5 min and incubated with a second-
ary antibody conjugated with AlexaFluor-488 dye (1:500, goat anti-
chicken IgG, A-11039, Invitrogen) for 90 min. After rinsing with PBS
three times, sections were mounted on slides and coverslipped with
mounting medium (ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI,
P-36931, Invitrogen). Images were acquired with a confocal microscope.

Experimental design and statistics. The design of behavioral paradigm
was adapted from Tai et al. (2012) and Parker et al. (2016). The number
of animals for each group (8 –12 mice) was chosen in accord with previ-
ous studies in mice using similar paradigms. All animals received three
optogenetic manipulation types along with laser off trials to enable
paired statistical test as described below.

Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB (The Math-
Works). In general, we assessed the effect of the optogenetic manipula-
tion by comparing behavioral performance of laser off and laser on trials
within the same experimental groups. The trial structure of the behav-
ioral task was designed so that individual animals experience all stimula-
tion types. Because there was no assumption about normal distribution
of behavioral readouts, paired nonparametric statistics (Wilcoxon signed
rank test) were used. In case multiple comparisons were performed,
p values were corrected using Bonferroni’s method.

To calculate the premature response ratio, the number of premature re-
sponses was divided by the number trials. The premature response ratio
calculated for each inactivation condition was compared with that of laser off
condition using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. For Figure 4, premature re-
sponses for the two choice ports were counted separately and grouped based
on the side corresponding with higher choice probability in each condition.
Three comparisons (Laser OFF vs pre-start in biased side, Laser OFF vs
pre-start in anti-biased side, and biased side vs anti-biased side in pre-start
inactivation) were performed for each panel in Figure 4 using Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. p values were corrected with Bonferroni’s method.

The choice bias index for each animal was calculated using the follow-
ing equation.

Choice bias index � �ChoiceP(L) � ChoiceP(R)�

Where ChoiceP(L) and ChoiceP(R) represent the choice probability of
left and right choice, respectively. The choice bias index tends to have larger
values because of the sampling bias when it is calculated from data with small
number of trials. To avoid the effect of difference in the number of trials, the
bias index of laser off condition was calculated using 1/7 of laser off trials
randomly sampled from each behavioral session so that approximate the
number of trials for each condition became the same. The sampling was
performed 500 times, and the mean of the calculated choice bias index was
used as that of the laser off condition. The bias index for each inactivation
condition was compared with that of the laser off condition using Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. p values were corrected with Bonferroni’s method based on
the number of multiple comparisons.

The contribution of the previous choice and outcome to subsequent
choices was analyzed with the following logistic regression model:

Log� P�i�

1 � P�i�� � �
j � 1

n

�aj�R�i � j� � bj�N�i � j��

� �
j � 1

n

�cj�R�i � j� � dj�N�i � j���X1�i � j�

� �
j � 1

n

�ej�R�i � j� � fj�N�i � j���X2�i � j�

� �
j � 1

n

� gj�R�i � j� � hj�N�i � j���X3�i � j�

� Bias �OFF� � Bias �Pre-start��X1�i�

� Bias �Pre-choice��X2�i� � Bias �Post-choice��X3�i � 1�

where P(i) represents the probability of choosing the left choice on
trial � (i). R(i � j) represents the independent variable for a rewarded
outcome at trial (i � j) (1 for left rewarded trials, �1 for right rewarded
trials, and 0 for unrewarded trials). N(i � j) represents the independent
variable for an unrewarded outcome at trial (i � j) (1 for left unrewarded
trials, �1 for right unrewarded trials, and 0 for rewarded trials). X1(i),
X2(i), and X3(i) represent the inactivation type of trial � (i). X1(i) is 1 for
pre-start trials, X2(i) is 1 for pre-choice trials, X3(i) is 1 for post-choice
trials; each variable is 0 for all other conditions. Regression coefficients
were calculated for each animal by concatenating data for 10 sessions
using MATLAB (glmfit function). Regression coefficients aj and bj rep-
resent regression coefficients for laser-off rewarded and unrewarded
choices. cj � hj represent regression coefficients for interaction terms for
choices � stimulation. These coefficients for interaction terms were
added to aj or bj to obtain the contribution of rewarded or unrewarded
choices in inactivation trials (aj 	 ej for rewarded choices of pre-choice
inactivation trials). These values were compared with corresponding co-
efficients of the laser off condition using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. p
values were corrected using the Bonferroni’s method. The means of re-
gression coefficients across animals were plotted in Fig. 3B. In the calcu-
lation of bias terms, the average across animals was calculated after taking
the absolute value for each animal to treat left side bias and right side bias
in the same way.

Results
To study behavioral flexibility and impulse control, we trained
mice to perform the probabilistic reversal task, a binary choice
task that requires frequent adjustment of behavior (Chamberlain
et al., 2006; Remijnse et al., 2006; Tai et al., 2012; Parker et al.,
2016) (Fig. 1A). Briefly, the task required mice to initiate a trial
with a nose poke into a central port followed by movement to the
left or right port to obtain reward. In each trial, one side was
assigned as correct choice, and the other as incorrect choice. Cor-
rect choices were followed by delivery of a food pellet with 75% of
probability, whereas incorrect choices were not rewarded. LED
light illumination of both choice ports signaled availability of
choice but did not indicate which side was the correct choice.
Thus, mice were required to optimize their decision based on the
choice and outcome history. When choice accuracy in the past 10
trials reached 80%, the location of the rewarded port was
switched to the other side at 15% probability at the beginning of
each trial. Reversals and stochastic reward delivery encouraged
mice to flexibly adjust choice and prevented them from using a
simple response strategy to obtain the reward. After initial train-
ing, mice consistently performed the task and experienced mul-
tiple reversals during each daily session (155.2 � 1.6 trials, 5.5 �
0.1 reversals per session) (Fig. 1A). Choice accuracy dropped at
reversal and gradually recovered over trials following reversal
(Fig. 1B). Mice spent on average 24.5 � 0.3 (left correct blocks)
and 24.8 � 0.3 (right correct blocks) trials (�SEM, n � 68 mice)
to switch their behavioral responses following reversal. When we
analyzed the effects of reward history in the previous two trials on
upcoming choice, mice flexibly adjusted their choice based on the
recent outcome following a win-stay, lose-shift strategy (Fig. 1C;
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Figure 1. Design of probabilistic reversal task and baseline behavioral performance. A, Top, Sequence of events in the probabilistic reversal task. After an intertrial interval, the LED light on the
center port was turned on (Initiation cue), and mice initiated a trial by poking the center port (Trial start). Subsequently, LED lights in both left and right ports were turned on, and mice freely made
a choice between the two peripheral ports (Choice). Correct choices were followed by delivery of a food pellet at 75% probability, whereas incorrect choices were never rewarded. Bottom,
Performance in an example session of 6 trial blocks. Top, Magenta represents right reward blocks. Cyan represents left reward block. Long ticks indicate rewarded trials. Short ticks indicate
unrewarded trials. Left choice probability for each trial was calculated from the number of left choices in the recent 10 trials. B, Choice accuracy around reversal: (Figure legend continues.)
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n � 68 mice, consecutive choices; main effect of outcome type,
��3�

2 � 182.56, p � 2.5e-39, alternate choices; main effect of out-
come type, ��3�

2 � 121.83, p � 3.1e-26, Kruskal–Wallis test).
These results indicated that mice continuously learned to track
the local and global changes in the choice-outcome relationship.
We also monitored premature responses during the probabilistic
reversal task, by measuring the number of entries to the choice
port without previously poking in the center port. A decreasing
trend in the frequency of premature responses in consecutive
sessions indicated that mice were actively suppressing the natural
tendency to respond as they became proficient in the task (Fig.
1D; n � 68 mice, main effect of session, ��9�

2 � 75.66, p � 1.2e-12,
Kruskal–Wallis test).

Interneuron-mediated local inactivation of mPFC pyramidal
neurons induces premature responses and choice bias
To investigate the contribution of the mPFC to flexible choice
behavior, we used VGAT-ChR2-EYFP transgenic mice, previ-
ously used for precise inactivation of small volumes of cortical
tissue by photostimulation of ChR2 in GABAergic interneurons
(Zhao et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2014). We bilaterally implanted
optical fibers in the mPFC of these mice (Fig. 2A) for blue light
(� � 473 nm) laser photostimulation at 4 –5 mW laser power.
Based on the location of the tip of the optical fibers in 12 mice, we
estimated the area receiving photoinhibition using the model by
Stujenske et al. (2015) (Fig. 2-1B, available at https://doi.org/10.
1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f2-1). These analyses indicated
that the majority of cortical layers in the mPFC (
1 mm) re-
ceived light intensity �1 mW/mm 2 (Fig. 2-1A, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f2-1). Be-
cause cortical interneurons have dense local axonal arbors, and
ChR2-mediated photoactivation at moderate laser powers (1.5
mW) has been shown to produce potent and local inhibition of
cortical pyramidal neurons within 1 mm radius of the photo-
stimulus center (Guo et al., 2014), we conclude that the higher
laser intensity and deeper location of the optical fibers used in our
studies produced sufficient photostimulation of interneurons for
inactivation (photoinhibition) of the majority of pyramidal neu-
rons within the mPFC. To dissociate cognitive processes that
occur at different times during the probabilistic reversal task, we
conducted photoinhibition during three different time windows
(Fig. 2A): the pre-start period (magenta) during the initiation
cue; the pre-choice period (cyan) from initiation poke to the left
or right choice port entry; and the post-choice period (yellow)
0 –3 s following choice. Stimulation trials were interspersed with
nonstimulation trials to allow within-subject comparisons to de-
termine the effect of photoinhibition.

We first analyzed the ability of mice to successfully initiate the
task in response to mPFC inactivation. We quantified the success

or failure in trial initiation by counting the number of premature
responses as a behavioral measure of impulsivity (Chudasama et
al., 2003; Kobayashi et al., 2013) (Fig. 1D). Photoinhibition of the
mPFC during the pre-start period significantly increased the fre-
quency of premature responses (Fig. 2B; WT; n � 11 mice, me-
dian � 0.49 (Laser OFF); 0.46 (Pre-start), W � 48, p � 0.21,
VGAT; n � 12 mice, median � 0.36 (Laser OFF); 0.78 (Pre-start),
W � 77, p � 0.00098, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), whereas inac-
tivation of the mPFC during the post-choice period had no effect
on the frequency of premature responses in the subsequent trial
(Fig. 2D): WT, n � 11 mice, median � 0.48 (Laser OFF); 0.51
(Post-choice), W � 34, p � 0.97, VGAT; n � 12 mice, median �
0.44 (Laser OFF); 0.37 (Post-choice), W � 17, p � 0.092, Wil-
coxon signed-rank test. This result indicated that the mPFC was
directly involved in impulse control.

To determine whether photoinhibition of the mPFC could
also alter behavioral flexibility, we next measured the choice bias
that each animal displayed for the right or left nose poke. We
calculated the choice bias index for each animal as the difference
between left choice probability and right choice probability (Fig.
2C, top left bar graph). Photoinhibition during the initiation
period (pre-start) and during the choice period (pre-choice) sig-
nificantly induced a bias in choice (Fig. 2C): WT, n � 11 mice,
median � 0.072 (Laser OFF); 0.073 (Pre-choice), W � 37, p �
0.76, VGAT; n � 12 mice, median � 0.066 (Laser OFF); 0.20
(Pre-choice), W � 75, p � 0.0024, Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
whereas inactivation during the post-choice period did not affect
choice bias in the subsequent trial (Fig. 2E): WT, n � 11 mice,
median � 0.069 (Laser OFF); 0.096 (Post-choice), W � 46, p �
0.28, VGAT; n � 12 mice, median � 0.066 (Laser OFF); 0.076
(Post-choice), W � 41, p � 0.91, Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Control WT mice subjected to identical surgeries, stimulation
parameters, and training routines did not show premature re-
sponses or choice bias at any of the time periods (Fig. 2B–E).

We next investigated the effect of mPFC inactivation in more
detail. First, we analyzed trials with different outcome history.
We calculated the choice bias indices and found that mPFC si-
lencing induced a significant increase in choice bias only when
unrewarded trials were included in the past two trials (Fig. 3A):
VGAT, n � 12 mice (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Rewarded,
Rewarded); median � 0.15 (Laser OFF); 0.29 (Pre-choice), W �
49, p � 1.00 (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Unrewarded, Rewarded);
median � 0.11 (Laser OFF); 0.13 (Pre-choice), W � 70, p �
0.048 (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Rewarded, Unrewarded); me-
dian � 0.15 (Laser OFF); 0.29 (Pre-choice), W � 70, p � 0.048
(Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Unrewarded, Unrewarded); median �
0.12 (Laser OFF); 0.31 (Pre-choice), W � 71, p � 0.037, Wil-
coxon signed-rank test for Laser OFF versus Pre-choice). p values
were multiplied by 4 for Bonferroni’s correction of p values.
These results indicate that animals have different level of behav-
ioral flexibility depending on the recent outcome history. Next,
we used a logistic regression model to predict animals’ choices in
upcoming trials from the animals’ recent trial history. We ob-
served the dependence of upcoming choice on past outcomes as
the deviation of regression coefficients from 0 (Fig. 3B): n � 12
mice, W (Rew �5, Rew �4, Rew �3, Rew �2, Rew �1, Unrew
�5, Unrew �4 Unrew �3, Unrew �2, Unrew �1) � 2, 7, 3, 0, 0, 13,
32, 39, 16, 0, p value (Rew �5, Rew �4, Rew �3, Rew �2, Rew �1,
Unrew �5, Unrew �4 Unrew �3, Unrew �2, Unrew �1) � 0.015,
0.093, 0.024, 0.0049, 0.0049, 0.42, 1.00, 1.00, 0.77, 0.0049 (one-
sample signed rank test). The logistic regression model reveals that
the effect of silencing is observed in bias terms and not in regression
coefficient for choices (Fig. 3B): n � 12 mice, W (Rew �5, Rew �4,

4

(Figure legend continued.) when mice achieved �80% choice accuracy in the past 10 trials,
the location of the correct side was switched to the other side at 15% probability at the begin-
ning of each trial. C, Stay probability after two consecutive choices to the same peripheral port
(blue boxes) or to alternate ports (red boxes). Horizontal black bars inside boxes represent
medians. Food reward or no reward in the previous two trials are indicated below the graphs.
n � 68 mice, consecutive choices; main effect of outcome type, ��3�

2 � 182.56, p � 2.5e-39,
alternate choices; main effect of outcome type, ��3�

2 � 121.83, p � 3.1e-26, Kruskal–Wallis
test. D, Action initiation and response inhibition were measured by the number of premature
responses scored when mice directly entered the side choice port without responding to the
initiation cue by poking into the center port. The frequency of premature responses gradually
decreased during 10 consecutive testing sessions (n � 67 mice, main effect of session, ��9�

2 �
102.04, p � 6.1e-18, Friedman test).
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Figure 2. Interneuron-mediated mPFC inactivation impairs impulse control and behavioral flexibility. A, Left, Scheme of the bilateral placement of fiberoptics in the mPFC of VGAT-ChR2 mice for
optogenetic activation of cortical interneurons and consequent suppression of pyramidal neuron activity. Right, Time periods of optogenetic stimulation during the probabilistic reversal task. Blue
light laser (5 ms pulse at 40 Hz) was delivered in 10% of the trials in one session at three different times during the task: (1) laser during the pre-start period (magenta, 1.1, 3.2, and 8.3 s for 25, 50,
and 75 percentile) was turned on between the onset of the center LED light and the center port poke; (2) laser during the pre-choice period (cyan, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.3 s for 25, 50, and 75 percentile) was
turned on between the center port poke and the side port poke; and (3) laser during the post-choice period of the previous trial (yellow) was kept on for 3 s after choice. B, Photoinhibition of
pyramidal neurons during the pre-start period induced a significant increase in the frequency of premature responses (WT, n � 11 mice, p � 0.05; VGAT-ChR2, n � 12 mice). ***p 
 0.001
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test). C, Behavioral flexibility was quantified by the choice bias index (difference between left and right choice probability for each mice). Photoinhibition of pyramidal neurons
during the pre-choice period induced a significant increase in choice bias in VGAT-ChR2 mice (WT, n � 11 mice, p � 0.05; VGAT-ChR2, n � 12 mice). **p 
 0.01 (Wilcoxon signed-rank). D, E,
Photoinhibition of pyramidal neurons during the post-choice period did not affect either premature responses or choice bias in the following trials (D, E): WT, n � 11 mice, p � 0.05; VGAT-ChR2,
n � 12 mice, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). For the position of fiber placements and estimate of the area receiving photoinhibition, see Figure 2–1 (available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f2-1).
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Rew �3, Rew �2, Rew �1, Unrew �5, Unrew �4, Unrew �3,
Unrew �2, Unrew �1, �bias�) � 63, 40, 39, 64, 33, 35, 30, 25, 29, 40,
75 (Laser OFF vs Pre-start), 41, 54, 50, 44, 32, 36, 19, 39, 23, 49, 76
(Laser OFF vs Pre-choice), 52, 40, 19, 21, 27, 50, 52, 48, 50, 66, 48
(Laser OFF vs Post-choice),�2, Unrew�1, �bias�)�0.70, 1.00, 1.00,
0.57, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.027 (Laser OFF vs Pre-start),
1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.016 (Laser
OFF vs Pre-choice), 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00,
0.38, 1.00 (Laser OFF vs Post-choice) (Wilcoxon signed rank test). p

values were multiplied by 11 (number of coefficients for each inac-
tivation condition) for Bonferroni’s correction of p values. These
results indicated that the influence of mPFC on flexible choice be-
haviors depends on the trial history, but that evaluation of the be-
havioral outcomes was not affected by mPFC silencing.

Although choice bias and premature responses are distinct
behavioral readouts, it is possible that these could be induced by
common cognitive or motor deficits. To assess this possibility, we
compared the direction of choice bias and the direction of pre-

Figure 3. Effect of mPFC on choice bias depends on outcome history, but mPFC inactivation does not affect the evaluation of outcomes. A, Choice bias indices calculated separately for different
past outcomes. Choice bias indices in pre-choice inactivation trials were significantly larger than corresponding choice bias indices for laser off trials if unrewarded trials occurred during the past two
trials but not if the two past trials were both rewarded (left). VGAT-ChR2, n � 12 mice, Trial (n � 2) (n � 1) � (Rewarded, Rewarded); median � 0.15 (Laser OFF); 0.29 (Pre-choice), W � 49, p �
1.00 (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Unrewarded, Rewarded); median � 0.11 (Laser OFF); 0.13 (Pre-choice), W � 70, p � 0.048 (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Rewarded, Unrewarded); median � 0.15
(Laser OFF); 0.29 (Pre-choice), W � 70, p � 0.048 (Trial (n � 2) (n � 1)) � (Unrewarded, Unrewarded); median � 0.12 (Laser OFF); 0.31 (Pre-choice), W � 71, p � 0.037, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test for Laser Off versus Pre-choice. p values were multiplied by 4 for Bonferroni’s correction of p values. B, Choice was modeled using a logistic regression model with independent variables for
outcomes and inactivation types. Regression coefficients for rewarded or unrewarded outcomes were unchanged in pre-start (magenta) and pre-choice inactivation (cyan) compared with
corresponding coefficients in laser-off (gray) trials. This indicated that the increased choice bias (squares) induced by pre-start or pre-choice photoinhibition was independent from the processing
of reward information. For inactivation conditions, coefficients of choice plus those of choice � laser interaction were plotted (a 	 c, a 	 e, a 	 g, b 	 d, b 	 f, b 	 h; for the labeling of variables,
see Materials and Methods). Absolute values of coefficients of bias terms were significantly increased in pre-start and pre-choice inactivation (VGAT-ChR2, n � 12 mice, OFF vs Pre-start, OFF vs
Pre-choice). *p 
 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni’s correction of p value).
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mature responses. This analysis showed that mPFC photoinhibi-
tion increased the frequency of premature responses to either of
the two choice ports regardless of the direction of choice bias in
the same animals (Fig. 4): n � 12 mice, Left (bias direction in
Laser OFF trials), median � 0.19 (Laser OFF, biased side); 0.41
(Pre-start, biased side); 0.19 (Laser OFF, anti-biased side); 0.36
(Pre-start, anti-biased side), W � 78 (biased side, Laser OFF vs
Pre-start); 77(anti-biased side, Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 25 (Pre-
start, biased side vs anti-biased side), p values � p � 0.0015
(biased side, Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 0.0029 (anti-biased side,
Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 0.90 (Pre-start, biased side vs anti-biased
side), Right (bias direction in Pre-choice trials), median � 0.19
(Laser OFF, biased side); 0.41 (Pre-start, biased side); 0.17 (Laser
OFF, anti-biased side); 0.35 (Pre-start, anti-biased side), W � 78
(biased side, Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 77(anti-biased side, Laser
OFF vs Pre-start); 11 (Pre-start, biased side vs anti-biased side), p
values � p � 0.0015 (biased side, Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 0.0029
(anti-biased side, Laser OFF vs Pre-start); 0.081 (Pre-start, biased
side vs anti-biased side)). This observation indicates that choice
bias and premature responses are dissociable behavioral read-

outs, and supports the conclusion that the mPFC may modulate
impulsivity and behavioral flexibility through distinct cognitive
processes.

Layer-specific pyramidal neurons in the mPFC
The dissociation of choice bias and premature responses as sep-
arate behavioral readouts strongly indicated the involvement of
distinct neural circuits in the mPFC. The cerebral cortex is com-
posed of diverse cell types with specific molecular signatures
(Gong et al., 2007; Gerfen et al., 2013) that process distinct infor-
mation even in the same cortical area. To identify the underlying
neural circuits that support behavioral flexibility and impulsivity,
we conducted cell type-specific optogenetic manipulations of the
mPFC using transgenic mouse lines that target genetically de-
fined cell types. We first characterized Cre-recombinase express-
ing mouse lines that potentially target different population of
pyramidal neurons in the mPFC (Fig. 5). Sagittal images of Colgalt2-
Cre (NF111), Syt6-Cre (KI 109), and Sepw1-Cre (NP39) mouse
lines showed distinct patterns of Cre expression in the cortex (Fig.
5A,C,E). To confirm that Cre-recombinase is expressed in adult

Figure 4. Interneuron-mediated mPFC photoinhibition induces premature responses and choice bias through different cognitive or motor deficits. mPFC photoinhibition during the initiation cue
(pre-start: magenta bars) increased premature responses for both biased and anti-biased sides. The biased side corresponds to the side with higher choice probability in each inactivation condition.
For all inactivation conditions, VGAT-ChR2: n � 12 mice. **p 
 0.01, Laser OFF versus Pre-start inactivation (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). ns: p � 0.05 for bias versus nonbiased direction of pre-start
trials (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). All p values were corrected with Bonferroni’s method.
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mice and to determine the localization of cre-positive neurons in the
mPFC, we injected cre-dependent adeno-associated virus (AAV) ex-
pressing the ribosomal L10-GFP fusion protein (Nectow et al., 2017)
(Fig. 5B,D,F). The location of the cell bodies visualized by L10-GFP
showed that each Cre mouse line mostly labeled neurons in distinct
layers in the mPFC (Fig. 5B,D,F, middle and right panels): Sepw1-
Cre (NP39) labeled layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons; Colgalt2-Cre
(NF111) labeled layer 5 neurons; and Syt6-Cre (KI 109) labeled layer
6 neurons in the mPFC.

We next traced the axonal projections after unilateral injec-
tion of AAV-Flex-ArchT in the mPFC of these different cortical
mouse lines (Fig. 6). Cre-positive neurons in the mPFC of
Colgalt2-Cre (NF111) mice projected strongly to the striatum
with many fewer projections to other subcortical structures such
as the basolateral amygdala and zona incerta (Fig. 6A). Cre-
positive neurons in Syt6-Cre (KI109) mice showed axon termi-
nals exclusively in the thalamus along with labeling of axon
bundles passing through the striatum (Fig. 6B). The axons were
localized predominantly in mediodorsal, parafascicular, and ven-
tromedial thalamic nuclei. Cre-positive neurons in Sepw1-Cre
(NP39) mice projected to the contralateral cortical hemisphere in
the same areas of the PFC, as well as distinct cortical areas in the

ipsilateral hemisphere (Fig. 6C). Together, these analyses indi-
cated that the Colgalt2-Cre (NF111) mouse line specifically tar-
gets corticostriatal projections from the mPFC, the Syt6-Cre line
is specific for corticothalamic projections and the Sepw1-Cre la-
bels corticortical projections.

Corticostriatal neurons influence choice bias without
affecting impulsivity
Corticostriatal projection neurons located in layer 5 of the mPFC
constitute a cell population that is involved in decision-making,
and they may be affected in neuropsychiatric disorders, such as
OCD (Burguière et al., 2015). To investigate the contribution of
this cell type to flexible choice behavior, we used transgenic
Colgalt2-Cre (NF111) mice for bilateral injections of the Cre-
dependent AAV expressing ArchT for photoinhibition experi-
ments. We simultaneously implanted bilateral optical fibers in
the mPFC of Colgalt2-Cre mice (Fig. 7A; Fig. 7-1A, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f7-1). Pho-
toinhibition experiments were performed using continuous green
light (� � 532 nm) delivered at 10 mW laser power according to
prior studies (Bukalo et al., 2015; Bolkan et al., 2017), which showed
that these conditions are sufficient to inhibit the activity of pyramidal

Figure 5. Cre-expressing transgenic mouse lines that target pyramidal neurons in different cortical layers in the mPFC. A, C, E, Sagittal sections of Cre-expressing mouse lines crossed with the
reporter Rosa26-floxed-EGFP reporter line. A, Sepw1-Cre (NP39), (C) Colgalt2-Cre (NF111), and (E) Syt6-Cre (KI109). B, D, F, Left, Location of Cre-positive neurons in the mPFC of each mouse line was
visualized by unilateral injection of AAV-FLEX-L10-EGFP virus in Sepw1-Cre (B), Colgalt2-Cre (D), and Syt6-Cre (F). Middle column, Magnified views of images in the left column. Right column,
Number of cells along cortical depth in the areas shown in the middle column.
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neurons in the mPFC and induce behavioral phenotypes. Photoin-
hibition of Colgalt2-Cre neurons in layer 5 of the mPFC at different
time periods in the probabilistic reversal task showed that premature
responses were not affected by pre-start inactivation (Fig. 7B): GFP;
n � 8 mice, median � 0.47 (Laser OFF); 0.55 (Pre-start), W � 29,
p � 0.15, Colgalt2-ArchT; n � 10 mice, median � 0.35 (Laser OFF);
0.38 (Pre-start), W � 32, p � 0.7, Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In
contrast, photoinhibition induced choice bias to either the left or the
right direction as we observed in VGAT-ChR2 mice (Fig. 7C): GFP;
n � 8 mice, median � 0.064 (Laser OFF); 0.058 (Pre-choice), W �
18, p � 1.00, Colgalt2-ArchT; n � 10 mice, median � 0.084 (Laser
OFF); 0.19 (Pre-choice), W�55, p�0.0020, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. These results demonstrate that, among the behavioral effects
induced by whole mPFC inactivation, only choice bias was altered by
silencing the layer 5 mPFC neurons targeted in Colgalt2-Cre mice.

Although the striatum is the major projection target of Cre-
expressing neurons in Colgalt2-Cre (NF111) mice, these neurons
also project to other structures (Fig. 6A). To ensure that the ob-
served behavioral changes resulted from specific inactivation of
corticostriatal projections, we performed photoinhibition of
axon terminals in the striatum (Fig. 7D; Fig. 7-1B, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f7-1). Illu-
mination of ArchT axon terminals in the striatum also induced
choice bias (Fig. 7F): Colgalt2-ArchT axon terminal; n � 9 mice,
median � 0.071 (Laser OFF); 0.17 (Pre-choice), W � 44, p �
0.0078, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with no impact on premature
responses (Fig. 7E): Colgalt2-ArchT axon terminal; n � 9 mice,
median � 0.49 (Laser OFF); 0.54 (Pre-start), W � 37, p � 0.098,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, demonstrating that mPFC corticos-
triatal projection neurons regulate behavioral flexibility.

Figure 6. Axonal projections of mPFC cortical pyramidal cells. A, Tracing axonal projections by unilateral injection of AAV-FLEX-ArchT in the mPFC of Colgalt2-Cre (NF111) mice showed dense
projections of Cre-positive neurons in the striatum (Inset 1). B, Tracing of AAV-FLEX-ArchT-labeled projections in Syt6-Cre (KI109) mice showed corticothalamic axon bundles in the striatum (Inset
1) and axon terminals in the thalamus (Inset 2), including mediodorsal, ventromedial, and parafascicular nuclei. C, Tracing of AAV-FLEX-ArchT-labeled projections in the mPFC of Sepw1-Cre (NP39)
mice showed mostly ipsilateral and contralateral cortical projections (Inset 1): anteroposterior 1.18 mm and anteroposterior �1.70 mm. BLA, Basolateral amygdala; Cg, Cingulate cortex; CPu,
caudate-putamen; Th, thalamus; M1, primary motor cortex; M2, secondary motor cortex; ZI, zona inserta.
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Choice bias is also induced by inactivation of layer 6
corticothalamic neurons in the mPFC
Although strong support for the cortico-striato-thalamocortical
circuit model of OCD has been obtained in humans and experi-
mental animals (Ting and Feng, 2011; Pauls et al., 2014). Recent
studies have stressed the primary importance of corticostriatal

projections in OCD (Ahmari et al., 2013; Burguière et al., 2013,
2015; Vaghi et al., 2017), deemphasizing a role for the thalamus in
this disorder (Maltby et al., 2005; Woolley et al., 2008; Gilbert et
al., 2009; Del Casale et al., 2011). Given the strong direct projec-
tions between the mPFC and thalamic nuclei, and the complex
behaviors evident in the disorder, we were interested in assessing

Figure 7. Photoinhibition of mPFC corticostriatal and corticothalamic neurons impaired behavioral flexibility without affecting impulsivity. A, AAV-FLEX-ArchT bilateral injection and optical fiber
placement in the mPFC of Colgalt2-Cre mice. B, Premature responses were not affected by photoinhibition in ArchT expressing Colgalt2-Cre mice (GFP: n � 8 mice, p � 0.05, ArchT: n � 10 mice,
p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). C, Inactivation during the pre-choice period induced a significant increase in choice bias index (GFP: n � 8, p � 0.05, ArchT: n � 10 mice, OFF vs Pre-choice).
**p 
 0.01 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). D, Diagram depicting the optical stimulation of axon terminals in the dorsal striatum of Colgalt2-Cre mice expressing AAV-FLEX-ArchT in the mPFC. E,
Premature responses were not affected by photoinhibition (ArchT axon terminals: n � 9 mice, p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). F, Photoinhibition at axon terminals in the striatum during the
pre-choice period induced a significant increase in choice bias index (ArchT axon terminals: n � 9 mice, OFF vs Pre-choice). **p 
 0.01 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). G, Location of AAV-FLEX-ArchT
virus injection and optical fiber implants in the mPFC of Syt6-Cre mice. H, Premature responses were not affected by photoinhibition of ArchT-positive neurons in Syt6-Cre mice (Syt6-Cre: n�9 mice,
p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). I, Photoinhibition of ArchT-positive neurons in Syt6-Cre mice during pre-choice period induced a significant increase in choice bias index (Syt6-Cre: n � 9 mice,
OFF vs Pre-choice). *p 
 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). J, Location of virus injection and fiber implants in the mPFC of Sepw1-Cre mice. K, Premature responses were not affected by
photoinhibition of ArchT-positive neurons in Sepw1-Cre mice (Sepw1-Cre: n � 9 mice, p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). L, Choice bias index was not affected by photoinhibition of
ArchT-positive neurons in Sepw1-Cre mice (Sepw1-Cre: n � 9 mice, p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). For the virus expression and optical fiber placements, see Figure 7–1 (available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f7-1).
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independently the contributions of corticothalamic projections
to behavioral flexibility and impulsivity. Layer 6 neurons in the
mPFC project exclusively to the thalamus, predominantly target-
ing the mediodorsal, parafascicular, and ventromedial thalamic
nuclei (Fig. 6). To investigate the contribution of this cell type to
flexible choice behavior, we used transgenic Syt6-Cre (KI109)
mice for bilateral injections of AAV-FLEX-ArchT and bilateral
optical fiber placement (Fig. 7G; Fig. 7-1C, available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f7-1). Photoinhibi-
tion of this cell type resulted in similar deficits in choice bias as
those observed in corticostriatal neurons, whereas the frequency
of premature responses was unaffected (Fig. 7H, I): Syt6-ArchT;
n � 9 mice, Premature response; median � 0.29 (Laser OFF);
0.27 (Pre-start), W � 39, p � 0.055, Choice bias; median � 0.06
(Laser OFF); 0.18 (Pre-choice), W � 43, p � 0.012, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. Together, our data demonstrate that direct pro-
jections from the mPFC to both the striatum and thalamus are
important for flexible decision making in mice.

Silencing of layer 2/3 corticocortical neurons in the mPFC
does not alter impulsivity or behavioral flexibility in the
probabilistic reversal task
Thus far, we have demonstrated that local interneuron-mediated
inactivation of the mouse mPFC alters both impulsivity and be-
havioral flexibility, whereas cell type-specific photoinhibition of
deep layer pyramidal neurons projecting to either the dorsal
striatum or midline thalamic nuclei results in inflexible choice,
but not premature responses. Given recent data indicating a role
for layer 2/3 neurons of the mPFC in stress-induced depressive
behaviors (Shrestha et al., 2015) and in modulation of stress by
oxytocin (Li et al., 2016), and the comorbidity of OCD and
anxiety-related behaviors in humans (Lochner and Stein, 2010;
Goodwin, 2015; Brakoulias et al., 2017), we next tested the role of
Sepw1-Cre (NP39) positive layer 2/3 neurons in the probabilistic
reversal task in mice injected with AAV-FLEX-ArchT and im-
planted with optical fibers (Fig. 7J; Fig. 7-1D, available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3537-17.2018.f7-1). Photoinhibi-
tion of these superficial mPFC corticocortical pyramidal cells had
no impact on task performance. Thus, mice bilaterally injected
with AAV-Flex-ArchT in the mPFC showed no change in either
premature response ratio or choice bias index (Fig. 7K,L):
Sepw1-ArchT; n � 9 mice, Premature response; median � 0.35
(Laser OFF); 0.31 (Pre-start), W � 9, p � 0.13, Choice bias;
median � 0.084 (Laser OFF); 0.089 (Pre-choice), W � 29, p �
0.5, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, during photoinhibition in the
pre-start and pre-choice periods, respectively.

Discussion
Behavioral flexibility and impulse control are two prominent be-
havioral deficits observed in OCD patients. In human studies,
these are assessed by cognitive tasks, including reversal learning
and stop-signal task (Chamberlain et al., 2006; Remijnse et al.,
2006). In contrast, most rodent studies for OCD-related behav-
iors have focused primarily on the natural behavior repertoire of
rodents (e.g., grooming), rather than more complex assays of
behavioral flexibility (Welch et al., 2007; Shmelkov et al., 2010;
Ahmari et al., 2013). Here, we have used a probabilistic reversal
task to investigate the contribution of mPFC cell types to behav-
ioral flexibility and impulse control. We find that impulsivity and
behavioral flexibility, as evidenced by changes in the premature
response ratio and choice bias index in the probabilistic reversal
task, are dissociable processes that can be distinguished by the
temporally specific consequences of local mPFC inactivation. In-

terestingly, silencing of either corticostriatal or corticothalamic
projection neurons in the mPFC alters flexible choice but does
not elicit impulsive behaviors. In contrast, photoinhibition of a
subset of corticocortical neurons in layer 2/3 with Sepw1-Cre
mice does not alter behavioral flexibility or impulsivity (Fig. 8A).

The probabilistic reversal task and its relevance to OCD
The probabilistic reversal task used in this study was designed to
enable measurement of both impulsivity and behavioral flexibil-
ity in mice. Bilateral optogenetic silencing of the mPFC for short
duration during the task provided independent assessments of
impulsivity and behavioral flexibility in the same animal. The
ability to suppress entries into the choice ports without left and
right LED illumination provided a measure of behavioral inhibi-
tion. Deficits in behavioral inhibition result in impulsive re-
sponses, a central feature of OCD (Chamberlain et al., 2006;
Benatti et al., 2014). Following the reversal of the side with higher
reward probability, mice learn to change their responses to the
appropriate port. This adjustment of behavior is a measure of
cognitive flexibility that has been used in both humans and ex-
perimental animals (Chamberlain et al., 2006; Remijnse et al.,
2006; Parnaudeau et al., 2013). In this study, behavioral flexibility
is measured as an increase in the choice bias index defined as the
difference between left and right choice probability. Increased
choice bias index indicates that the decision is outcome indepen-
dent and leads to suboptimal performance.

Before sessions with optogenetic stimulation, animals had ex-
perienced multiple steps of shaping and weeks of behavioral
training. During this training, animals learn to form stereotypic
motor sequences for performance of the task. These motor se-
quences are suppressed by goal-directed behavioral control in
well-trained animals, but they emerge again under mPFC inacti-
vation. Deficits in inhibiting maladaptive behaviors are com-
monly observed in OCD patients or OCD animal models
(Chamberlain et al., 2005; Burguière et al., 2013). Because ani-
mals in the current study experience multiple shaping steps and
weeks of training, it is hard to identify when the stereotypic motor
sequence is formed. Future studies with behavioral paradigms
requiring shorter shaping periods are needed to shed light on the
direct link between behavioral observations in this study and
OCD-like behaviors.

Corticostriatal projection neurons
The most prevalent circuit model for OCD involves aberrant
activation of the cortico-striato-thalamocortical circuit (Berthier
et al., 1996; Saxena et al., 2001). Although this model arose pri-
marily from human neuroimaging studies, a central role for cor-
ticostriatal projection neurons in OCD-like behaviors has been
supported by a series of targeted experiments in mice. For exam-
ple, in Sapap3 mutant mice, downregulation of synaptic trans-
mission at corticostriatal synapses results in excessive grooming
that can be rescued by optogenetic activation of corticostriatal
projections (Burguiere et al., 2013). Our observation that opto-
genetic silencing of corticostriatal neurons in the mPFC results in
an increase in choice bias is consistent with that study. Further
delineation of these behavioral responses and normative activity
in corticostriatal neurons will be required to increase our under-
standing of the precise relationships between impulsivity, cogni-
tive flexibility, and perseverative behavior.

Corticothalamic projection neurons
Human imaging studies have documented a variety of alterations
in the thalamus of OCD patients, including changes in thalamic
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volume (Gilbert et al., 2000; Atmaca et al., 2006) and activity
(Maltby et al., 2005; Woolley et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2009; Del
Casale et al., 2011). In this study, we have demonstrated that
silencing of corticothalamic projection neurons in the mPFC
causes a very similar phenotype to that seen in corticostriatal
neurons. In both cases, we observe an increase in choice bias if the
neurons are silenced during the choice period, indicating that
activity in projections from the mPFC to the striatum and thala-
mus is required for behavioral flexibility. It is particularly note-
worthy that the projections we mapped in Syt6-Cre (KI109) mice
target midline thalamic nuclei, which are involved in a wide range
of cognitive processes (Baxter, 2013; Parnaudeau et al., 2013;
Mitchell, 2015). This raises the interesting possibility that aber-
rant activity in the direct projection from the mPFC to the mid-
line thalamus may be an important feature of OCD. It will be of
significant interest, therefore, to determine the consequences of
optogenetic manipulation of corticothalamic neurons on other
OCD-like behaviors.

Corticocortical neurons
Cell type-specific inactivation of layer 2/3 corticocortical neurons
did not induce choice bias or increased the frequency of prema-
ture responses in our studies. Given that layer 2/3 neurons project
to deep layer neurons that are required for this task (DeNardo et
al., 2015), this result may be counterintuitive. There are several
possibilities that may underlie the different contribution of cor-
tical layers to this behavior. The first possibility is that deep layer
neurons receive redundant task-related information from differ-
ent input structures and that inactivation of layer 2/3 neurons
makes a weaker contribution to these behaviors than inactivation
of deep layer neurons. A second possibility is that the layer 2/3

neurons labeled in Sepw1-Cre mice are not responsive during our
behavioral task, and that deep layer neurons are driven by other
inputs. In this case, inactivation of layer 2/3 population will not
induce similar behavioral effect as deep layer neurons even if
those layer 2/3 neurons project to deep layer neurons. The third
possibility is that the Sepw1-Cre mouse line used in this study
does not target the population of layer 2/3 neurons contributing
to behavioral flexibility. Future studies addressing these three
possibilities will clarify the role of mPFC corticocortical neurons
in behavioral flexibility and impulsivity.

Potential cell types for impulsivity
Numerous studies have suggested that impulse control measured
as the ability to suppress undesirable movements requires the
PFC and basal ganglia. However, it is not completely understood
how specific cognitive processes involved in response inhibition
are localized within different substructures and cell types of the
PFC (Kim and Lee, 2011; Dembrow and Johnston, 2014). Here
we have demonstrated that nonspecific inactivation of the mPFC
leads to premature responses in the probabilistic reversal task,
clearly implicating the mPFC in impulse control. However, cell-
specific inactivation of the three pyramidal neuron populations
in the mPFC studied here did not affect response inhibition. This
may be due to involvement of cell types in the mPFC that were
not targeted in this study. Additional cell types in layer 2/3 (Ger-
fen et al., 2013; Shrestha et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) or layer 5
(Gradinaru et al., 2009) that were not targeted in Sepw1 or
Colgalt2-Cre lines may be involved in response inhibition. For
example, a subset of layer 5 neurons in the motor cortex directly
project to the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Gradinaru et al.,
2009). Considering the importance of cortical afferents to the

Figure 8. Summary of anatomical and genetic results and underlying circuits for behavioral flexibility. A, Summary of mouse lines for expression of ChR2 or ArchT in the mPFC, indicating the
dominant projection area and the behavioral phenotypes induced by optogenetic stimulation during the probabilistic reversal task. B, Model for the cortico-striato-thalamocortical circuit underlying
behavioral flexibility. Adapted with permission from Pauls et al. (2014). Behavioral flexibility was impaired when corticostriatal and corticothalamic deep layer pyramidal neurons (red arrows) were
inactivated. GPe, External globus pallidus; GPi, internal globus pallidus; SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulata.
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STN in response inhibition (Aron and Poldrack, 2006), abnormal
activity of pyramidal neurons projecting to the STN may aug-
ment impulsivity. Another possibility is that inactivation of a
single projection neuron class is not sufficient to alter response
inhibition in this task. One might imagine, for example, that the
information conveyed by either the corticostriatal or corticotha-
lamic projections are sufficient for response inhibition in this task
and that, consequently, coincident silencing of both of cell types
is required to affect response inhibition.

In conclusion, our results confirm the role of corticostriatal
projections in behavioral flexibility and identify corticothalamic
neurons as equally important for these tasks (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). Our
approach for targeting distinct population of pyramidal neurons
using transgenic animals complements anatomical based target-
ing methods and provides us with access to otherwise inaccessible
populations of neurons. Extension of this study to other geneti-
cally targeted cell types in the mPFC is an important goal. It seems
evident that further delineation of circuits controlling behaviors
associated with OCD in mice will complement clinical studies to
provide a foundation for the development of novel strategies for
therapeutic intervention.
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